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Abstract . Aiming at developing reliable concurrent software, the
engineering practice uses appropriate metrics. Quasar, the tool that we
develop for automatically analyzing the concurrent part of programs,
provides some data as a result of its program analysis. We attempt to use
them as metrics and to show their usefulness for software engineering and
for reliable programming control. In addition to the validation of code, some
delivered data may be relevant for marking the quality of code; we show that
they may be useful for comparing different concurrency semantics, for
comparing the execution indeterminism of different implementations of a
concurrency pattern and for estimating the scalability of a solution. As a case
study for providing data and insights, we present and analyze with Quasar
several implementations of a distributed symmetric non-deterministic
rendezvous algorithm. We consider also two possible uses of these data for
indeterminacy estimation and for concurrent software quality. We conclude
with a feedback on software practice.
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1. Concurrent program metrics

Concurrent program metrics is one among reliable software technologies. Reliability and
performance of concurrent software concern on the one hand the program functionalities (and
the relevance of the values computed by the program) and on the other hand the program
concurrent behaviour. The asynchronous execution of concurrent processes is highly non
deterministic. Thus concurrency introduces temporal dimensions of correctness, i.e., safety
and liveness. Safety properties of concurrent programs concern the absence of deadlock or of
livelock, the coherence of shared variable and the absence of race conditions, the respect of
mutual exclusion when using some shared resource. Liveness properties concern the absence
of starvation, the guarantee that some service will eventually be done for a given client. Thus
they are central concerns in any concurrent design and its implementation.

Metrics are used for program quality control. Following the seminal works of McCabe in
1976 [29] and Halstead in 1977 [21], several metrics have been developed for program
quality control (McCabe [30], Chidamber [11], Brito [5], Bensiya [4], Spinellis [35],…] and
are now available through specific software engineering tools such as Telelogic Logiscope,
IBM-Rational tools suite, IPL klockwork, …

Additional metrics may help explaining, analyzing, and providing a thorough understanding
of the possible behaviours resulting from the inherent indeterminism of asynchronous
concurrency in a concurrent program.

Let us examine some metrics, which are suitable for concurrent programs.

1.1.  Algorithmic capability

Prior to any implementation, while selecting a concurrent algorithm, its algorithmic
complexity allows choosing among different safe solutions. Usual aspects of this algorithmic
capability include:
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- Efficiency in computing resource use and in data traversal or retrieval,

- Parallelism ratio: i.e. effective computer parallelism usage when precedence relations
constraints restrain the concurrency or effective usage shared resources (for example
memory), when deadlock avoidance leads to postpone their allocation [24],

- Response time in real time applications [8, 14]

- Impact of concurrency liveness requirements on efficiency: for example solutions tolerating
starvation with some low probability may use resources more efficiently than when starvation
is strictly forbidden; priority given to some clients may be detrimental to fairness.

1.2. Quality of solution programming (software engineering practice)

The way a program is written can have some important consequences on software
development productivity, program testing, maintenance and evolutivity, even on execution
supervision (allowing to observe and schedule possible behaviours). Many source code
programming style guides (such as GSS [20], JavaRanch [23]) stress qualitative
characteristics such as style, readability, conciseness, good structuration, absence of design
and coding errors. Metrics for program text quality try to quantify some characteristics such
as size of lines of code, complexity (cyclomatic number measuring the number of linearly
independent paths through a program's source code), and specific design features.

Concurrent programming introduces new complications since concurrent programs can have
many instances of execution for the same set of input data. The quality metrics must then
include at least the number and characteristics of tasks and of intertasks interactions [12, 34].

1.3. Observability of execution behaviour

The observability and the understanding of application programs are requested when
monitoring, debugging, reexecuting or checkpointing them. For concurrent programs this is
complicated by the amount of intertasking activity, nondeterminism and data access
concurrency. Having an idea of the amount of indeterminism due to the asynchronous
concurrency is useful when analyzing the current state of the application displayed on a
synoptic control panel.

A metrics based on information communication theory [10] has been proposed. An execution
of a concurrent program is interpreted as an experiment that selects, from all the possible
ways that a program allows, the single correct configuration for that execution. The
information content, the amount of intertasking activity and the nondeterminism contained in
this concurrent program represented on a corresponding concurrency graph, contributes to this
measure. Unfortunately the number of states in the corresponding concurrency graph can be
very large, thereby limiting the programs that can be measured. To cope with this limitation,
another metrics based on the entropy function of communication theory, i.e., the number of
bits required to encode the program, is used as a measure of uncertainty.

1.4. Comparing concurrent programs behaviour

A concurrent problem can lead to several approaches. Given a paradigm or a pattern, there
exist different algorithmic solutions [8, 28]. On the contrary to sequential programs,
concurrency programming cannot ignore the behaviour of the underlying platform which
implements processes and provides data sharing and message passing for process
synchronization and cooperation. Given an algorithmic solution there exist different
implementations, resulting from the choice of a language, from programming style and from
the concurrency run-time platform.
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A taxonomy is needed for comparing the different possible solutions for a concurrency
paradigm and the different implementations of a chosen solution. A metrics is therefore
needed for elaborating this taxonomy.

1.5. Scalability

The size of applications is determined mainly by the number of concurrent entities, mapped in
concurrent processes. A metrics should allow giving the influence of scale to concurrency
complexity according to the number of cooperating processes.

2. Quasar

Quasar is a static analysis tool based on the use of slicing [36, 37] and of model checking
[13]. It output data, which we attempt to use as concurrency metrics. We present below its
structure and the data delivered.

2.1. Quasar structure

Quasar provides software engineers with an automatic concurrency analysis tool. It takes as
input the application source code and uses it for generating and validating a semantic model.

As any validation method, this one has to face the explosion of the number of states which
need to be analyzed. In order to be able to analyze the concurrent behaviour of real-life
programs, the number of states that Quasar must consider is automatically reduced as soon as
possible and as much as the program structure allows it.

The analysis of the program concurrent behaviour is performed in four automatic steps.

1. First, the original text of the program is automatically sliced in order to remove those parts
of the program that are not relevant to the concurrency property the user wants to check. This
allows generating a model which is smaller than the one corresponding to the whole program,
but which has the same behaviour according to the investigated concurrency property. The
sliced program is an executable program. Usually the slicing removes a lot of data which
otherwise would uselessly obscure model checking. This removes for example features which
would lead to an infinite model. This smaller program will be easier to analyze in the next
steps.

2. Second, the sliced program is translated into a concurrency model using a library of
patterns. A pattern is a meta-net corresponding to a declaration, a statement or an expression.
Each pattern definition is recursive in the way that its definition may contain one or several
others patterns. The target model mapping the whole sliced program is obtained by replacing
each meta-net by its corresponding concrete sub-nets and by merging all sub-nets. This
mapping is optimized by performing structural reductions on the target model. In particular
these structural reductions, also called static reductions, merge causally connected transitions
using generalized structural agglomeration techniques. This optimization smoothes also the
coarseness of the automatic translation.

3. In the third step Quasar checks the required property on the target model, using graph
reduction and structural techniques (delta marking allowing a symbolic storage of states,
coloured stubborn sets technique) for optimizing state based enumeration (model-checking).
These reductions are called dynamic reductions.

4. At last, if the required property is not verified, the state in which the application is faulty
and a report demonstrating a sequence invalidating the property are displayed.

A detailed description of this process can be found in [2, 15, 32].

A preliminary version has shown the feasibility of the approach [6]. A second version allowed
experimenting several advanced aspects (as analyzing shared memory use without mutual
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exclusion locks [16], as adding temporal logic for safety properties, as dynamic task creation
and dynamic creation of objects [17]).

The present version has been written for introducing new techniques and state representations
and thus is optimized for limiting the state explosion during program analysis [19, 33].

2.2. Quasar logs

The current Quasar version (http://quasar.cnam.fr/) analyzes an Ada concurrent program,
translates its sliced version into a high level (coloured) Petri net and compiles this net into a
reachability graph which is traversed for model checking.

The first result provided by Quasar is to indicate whether the required property holds (for
example absence of deadlock). If not it displays a running sequence invalidating the property.

Quasar displays the sliced executable program. This allows using it for program inspection.

Quasar second step ends generating a coloured Petri net model of the sliced program. The
number of places and of transitions is output.

In the third step, Quasar performs model checking, generating a reachability graph which
records all possible different executions of the program. This step is also optimized. Different
items of this step are recorded, especially the number of graph states, the number of graph
arcs and the number of arcs visited during the graph traversal, the graph compilation time and
the graph searching time for model checking, the size of the memory used for storing the
graph elements.

The memory size and CPU time of a Quasar execution are also available.

3. Comparing several versions of a concurrent non-deterministic pairing

Non-deterministic pairing has been chosen as a case study. Several implementations are
available and their static analysis provides data, which serve as a basis for their comparison
and for a metrics definition attempt.

3.1. Non-deterministic symmetric pairing

Non-deterministic pairing occurs in a system when a concurrent process becomes candidate
for constituting a pair with any other candidate process. The pairing is said symmetrical since
candidate partners behave all similarly, i.e. they have all the same capabilities for sending or
receiving partners requests. The pair is the result of the non-deterministic interaction between
two (or more) candidate partners. Once paired the processes are no longer candidates and
become partners. One of them is chosen for leading the pair interactions. The leader role is to
avoid calling deadlock by introducing some dissymmetry: the leader calls while the other
accepts a call. The partnership ends after a while allowing both processes of the pair to return
to the state of possible candidate partners. The absence of candidate partners will not last
forever.

The functionality required is very simple; once two candidates A and B have been selected for
being connected, the pairing specification is:

{(A, Partner(A) = nil, Leader(A) = nil)  and (B, Partner(B) = nil, Leader(B) = nil)}
                                                             Pairing
{(A, Partner(A) = B, Leader(A) = Leader(B))  and (B, Partner(B) = A, Leader(B) = Leader(A))}

The challenge is to carry out a connexion as soon as possible once two processes at least are
candidates. Pairing must concern two and only two processes. No third process should be able
to disturb the creation of a unique pair and the notification to each pair member of its partner
name.
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We consider a distributed system made of a set of at least two asynchronous non-failing
concurrent processes and we propose to examine two algorithms. In the first one, a candidate
process takes advantage of a shared pairing service; in the second one, it has to send requests
to other processes until it finds one which is also candidate. A more detailed specification,
which is not in the scope of this paper, can be found in [25, 26].

In this paper, we focus on several implementations of this pairing, considered as a
concurrency pattern.

3.2. The different implementations of anonymous non-deterministic pairing

We experiment several solutions with different implementations of the pairing component
corresponding to various concurrency features. The main program declares and creates N
concurrent processes and calls each of them for allocating unique Ids. Thus each process
starts accepting a call for grasping its unique Id and then loops forever. Each cycle starts by a
call to the pairing component for getting a current partner and performing a peer-to-peer
transaction with it. This partnership is delimited by two rendezvous: Start_Peering and
Finish_Peering.

3.2.1. Shared agora

In this first solution for the shared service, a meeting place called an Agora is known and used
by all seeking processes as a pairing data container [25]. Implementations experimented use
shared data and shared procedures controlled by semaphores or by a monitor [22].

The semaphore implementation (agoraserverposix) programs explicitly a mutual exclusion
and uses the synchronization technique called passing the baton [3]. It corresponds to the style
of concurrency expression allowed by POSIX. In our experimentation, each semaphore is
simulated by an Ada protected object.

Several possible monitor concurrency semantics have been used in the past and a
classification is presented in [7]. Every implementation provides mutual exclusion during the
execution of a distinguished sequence (synchronized method in Java, lock in C#, protected
object subprograms in Ada) using a lock for every object. The semantics differ in the chosen
policies for blocking, signalling and awaking processes. Three kinds of monitor structure are
experienced in this paper.

Three implementations use explicit self-blocking and signalling instructions and are based on
Java style using “wait()”,“notify()” and “notifyAll()” clauses with a unique waiting queue per
encapsulated object (termed “synchronized”). In our experimentation, the Java concurrency
structure is simulated in Ada [18]. The first implementation (agoraserverjava) emulates a
native Java concurrency semantics with its weak fairness which moves awaken threads into a
unique system ready threads queue. This weak semantics requires using defensive
programming in order to avoid deadlock. The other two implementations
(agoraserverjavastrong and agoraserverjavastrongdc) enforce a strong fairness semantics
and give precedence to the awaken threads over other ready threads. In the first one the
defensive code has been skipped while it has been kept in the second although it is useless.

The last monitor structure implemented (agoraserverada) uses implicit self-blocking and
signalling [27] as provided by Ada protected objects [1] with entry barriers and automatic
entry re-evaluation. The strong fairness semantics results from the so-called Ada “eggshell
model” for protected objects which gives precedence to awaken calls over new calls. A
“requeue” statement to a private entry enables the first request to be postponed.

3.2.2. Shared remote server

In this second solution for the shared pairing service, an additional process is used by all
seeking processes as a shared pairing server. Two implementations (rendezvousservermonitor
and rendezvousservernested) take advantage of the Ada rendezvous between tasks. The task
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of the first one acts as a monitor structure for its clients while the task of the second one
realizes an anonymous rendezvous nesting two calling client tasks [26].

3.2.3. Distributed cooperation

The third solution [26] is fully distributed and does not use a common agora or a common
server. Each candidate process consults other processes until it meets a candidate process and,
since the pairing is symmetrical and non-deterministic, it must also answer requests of other
candidate processes. This behaviour excludes a deadlock situation where all processes have
called the others or where all processes wait for a call. Thus each process must be non-
deterministically either requesting or listening. A requesting candidate sends only one request
at a time (there is no calling concurrency to manage). A listening process picks and serves its
received requests one at a time (there is no listening concurrency to manage). Each called
processes must answer indicating whether it is candidate or not. The pairing implies that both
partners are candidates and that one is requesting and the other is listening. Finally the pairing
decision is taken by the listening partner (thus no distributed consensus is required).

There is only one implementation (cooperativeadatask); it requires associating each process
with a local assistant task, which takes advantage of the Ada selective non-deterministic
rendezvous between tasks and which cooperates with other assistant tasks.

3.2.4. Dummy component

The aim of this implementation (dummy) is to provide a low bound model with only a shared
procedure call which returns a predefined partner which is the same for all candidates (since
this call is unuseful for concurrency, it is normally sliced. However Quasar provides a mean
for signalling that a statement should not be sliced). All transactions are performed with the
fixed predefined partner and are no longer peer-to-peer transactions. This choice preserves a
reliable solution.

3.2.5. List of experimented implementations

Monitor like implementations:
agoraserverada : Ada protected object : reliable
agoraserverjava : native Java semantics: reliable since defensive programming is introduced
agoraserverjavastrong : Java with a modified semantics providing strong fairness
agoraserverposix ; Semaphore solution programming explicitly a monitor like structure

Remote server implementations:
rendezvousservermonitor: Ada style for implementing a monitor with a server task : reliable
rendezvousservernested: Ada rendezvous server task : reliable

Distributed cooperation:
cooperativeadatask: fully distributed with the addition of a local assistant task : reliable

Dummy component:
dummy: a fixed partner is member of every pair : reliable

3.3. The verdict returned by Quasar

All these implementations have been ultimately written in Ada and use Ada tasks as process
structure, declaration and activation. When POSIX semaphores and Java monitors are
concerned, they have been emulated and their emulation is used instead of Ada concurrency
features directly. All implementations have thus been able to be analyzed by Quasar.

The first objective of Quasar is to indicate whether a given concurrency property holds or not.
All the implementations from which data have been collected have been proven deadlock free
by Quasar. Beforehand some, which had been detected as faulty, have been analyzed with the
report provided by Quasar and corrected by adding defensive code (agoraserverjava and
rendezvousservermonitor).
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The data collected by Quasar running on a uniprocessor are given in Annex in different tables.

The first group of data concerns the coloured Petri net model. The sliced Ada program, which
contains only concurrency relevant text, is automatically compiled into its coloured Petri net
model. This model is simplified by structural reductions, which operate on superfluous places
or transitions due to verbose programming or to the automatic generation in the compilation
phase. #Places/Reduced (resp. #Transitions/Reduced) records the number of places (resp.
transitions) in the original and in the reduced Petri net model.

The second group of data concerns the reachability graph that is built during the model-
checking step. It records the number of states and the number of arcs visited for checking that
the required property is not violated. The ratio compares the sizes of the graphs for two
successive values of the number of concurrent processes.

The last group of data concerns CPU and memory used by Quasar for its analysis. Execution
records the time (in seconds) needed for compiling the Petri net and its reachability graph and
the time passed in the graph traversal while model checking.

3.4. Metrics and insights derived from the collected data

We try now to derive some insight from the data recorded for the different implementations of
the pairing component. The results are summarized Figure 1 and fully recorded Table 1.

3.4.1. Quality of code

The size of the Petri net and the amount of static reductions give a flavour of the conciseness
of code and of the style of programming. It can be used as a quality assessment metrics for the
concurrent part of a program, extending the cyclomatic complexity of functions. Note that the
coloured Petri net of a given implementation is the same for all value N of the number of
concurrent processes. Note also that Quasar performs a static reduction of about 4.

As foreseeable the distributed cooperation is more complex than the shared service.
Surprisingly the reduced Petri net of the distributed solution is only twice as large as the
rendezvous server monitor which uses also rendezvous between tasks.

All shared paring service solutions are roughly equivalent. This reflects the fact that they use
the same algorithm. The differences result from the additional code used for emulation. For
POSIX three semaphores are used each being emulated by a protected object. The pure Ada
solution needs only one protected object. For Java, only one protected object is used for
emulating the Java object, but moving a signalled task to the ready queue and forcing it to call
the method in a loop (respecting the Java style) must be explicitly programmed since this
contravenes the regular Ada protected object policy (“the eggshell model”).

The equanimity of the metrics reflects the fact that all the examples have been programmed
with the same algorithm and by the same person(s). It would be interesting to compare
implementations made by differently skilled persons or by students and without a prescribed
algorithm.
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Figure 1. Graph summarizing the data collected by Quasar for peer-to-peer transaction

3.4.2. Nondeterminism

The reachability graph records all the successive states that a program execution will visit and
it does it for all possible different executions of a program. Reading the data may lead to two
sorts of deduction. The least number of items in the graph (states and arcs), the less complex
is the program execution; but also: the least number of items, the least task interleaving. The
graph size is thus related both to the execution efficiency and to the execution indeterminacy.

Again the distributed cooperation is more complex than the shared service. Let compare the
distributed cooperation and the rendezvous server monitor and examine the ratio of the
number of arcs visited in the reachability graph; this ratio is about 6 for 3 processes and is
about 14 for 4 processes.

The shared pairing service solutions show a difference between monitor like features (in Ada
and Java) and low level semaphore programming. This latter is more complex because the
analysis (and the execution) cannot consider that the critical sections of code embedded by
programmed P and V operations of a mutual exclusion semaphore are serializable, as it can be
supposed when a monitor is used, since any other P or V operations can be programmed by
error. Thus the analysis has to consider the interleaving of the instructions of the critical
section instead of considering then as serializable.

The genuine Java like solution has more execution indeterminacy since the weak fairness
semantics creates more process switching possibilities. When using strong fairness semantics
as in agoraserverjavastrong, the indeterminacy is at least 25% less. If the defensive code is
kept as in agoraserverjavastrongdc, the Petri net size is a little larger, however the
indeterminacy is still less than with the regular Java semantics.

3.4.3. Comparison of implementations

The shared pairing service solutions can be ordered in terms of Petri net or reachability graph
sizes. The same order holds for the Petri net size as for the reachability graph size.

For high-level concurrency structures the best is the rendezvousservernested implementation,
since it has no shared variables and that the information is passed from input parameter to
output parameter. The second best is the Ada protected object implementation, showing the
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quality of this feature. The increasing order is: rendezvousservernested --> agoraserverada --
> rendezvousservermonitor --> agoraserverjavastrong --> agoraserverjava -->
cooperativeadatask .

Note that being able to compare the different implementations of a concurrency pattern may
be a useful criterion of choice in automatic code generation.

3.4.4. Scalability

Analyzing solutions with different process number provides some insight of the
indeterminacy scalability.

For the shared pairing services, the scale factor is about 35 when they are implemented with
high-level concurrency structures. It may be conjectured about 180 for the semaphore
implementation. This results probably from the interleaving of the instructions within the
critical section.

For the distributed cooperation, the scale factor seems to be near 100.

A distributed version of Quasar is being developed [31] and we hope that it will allow
analyzing implementations with larger values of N and refine our knowledge of these scale
factors

3.4.5. Comparing with a simpler utilization of the shared component

As Quasar analyzes the global behaviour of concurrent programs, not the behaviour of a
component per se, we wanted to check whether the comparison of different implementations
is modified when the component is used in another concurrent program. Thus another
utilization of the pairing component has been programmed in a simpler program where the
processes call the pairing component only and have no other interactions. The results are
summarized Figure 2 and fully recorded Table 2. The preceding comparisons remain true.
However some anomaly may be observed.

3.4.6. Some indeterminacy anomalies

Since the program with an empty sequence of process interaction (Quasar results recorded
Table 2) is shorter than the program with a peer-to-peer transaction, which has two additional
rendezvous (Quasar results recorded Table 1), its Petri net and its reachability graph should be
smaller. This is not the case for all of the component implementations.

Let us consider the sets of data for the Java like code (xs_agoraserverjava), for the POSIX
like code (xs_agoraserverposix) and for the cooperative protocol (xs_cooperativeadatasks).
The Petri nets size is reduced as we expect it. However the reachability graph sizes are larger.

Let us examine some possible explanations.

In genuine Java, the weak fairness semantics induces much process context switching due to
the move of released processes into the system ready queue. With less simultaneously
possible ready processes (due to the peer to peer transaction), the size of the process ready
queue is smaller. Note that this anomaly is not present when using strong fairness with Java.

For the cooperativeadatasks, the same effect occurs: there are fewer processes that are in
effective possible cooperation since at least two of them are already in peer-to-peer
interaction.

For agoraserverposix the mutual exclusion is not known by Quasar, thus the critical section of
code is not considered as a unique serializable flow of program and all its instructions may be
interleaved causing very large combinatorics.
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Figure 2. Graph summarizing the data collected by Quasar for pairing only

4. About indeterminacy estimation

It has been shown above that the data provided by Quasar allow comparing several
implementations of a concurrent programs. We consider now two other possible uses of these
data. First we observe how they evolve when a component is combined with other
concurrency features. Second we examine a possible estimation of software quality.

4.1. Program code incrementations

Let us suppose that a concurrent program uses an available component, here the pairing
component, jointly with other concurrency features. A basic program is being incremented,
adding at each incrementation only one concurrency feature: its concurrent processes
increment their interaction either by sharing an additional protected object or by having
additional peer-to-peer rendezvous. This simple kind of incrementation does not complicate
much the relationship between the pairing component and the processes.

As the Petri net model is built by parts, adding a pattern for each part, we may expect that the
original and reduced Petri nets sizes reflect this additive structure. We inspect the data to
detect whether the indeterminacy variation may be somehow predictable, although model
checking evolution is not linear, even in such a simple case, and as Quasar tries to reduce at
most the size of the reachability graph using the peculiar program properties.

4.1.1. The set of program code extensions

Slightly different programs that call either a dummy component or the Ada protected object
component (agoraserverada) are used for providing insights:

xx_context: this is the program with an empty sequence of interactions which is used in section 3.4.5 and which
results have already been reported Table 1.
s1_context: this program adds a protected object to the former. All cooperating processes call a parameterless
shared protected procedure.
s2_context: this program adds a rendezvous to the program of xx_context. All cooperating processes use it in a
peer-to-peer interaction.
s3_context: this program adds a protected object and a rendezvous to the program of xx_context. All cooperating
processes perform a peer-to-peer interaction followed by a parameterless shared protected procedure call.
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original_context: this is the program originally used in section 3 for comparing the component implementations.
Peer to peer transaction between the cooperating processes is expressed by two calls (start and finish) between
the peers. Results have been already  displayed table 2
t1_context: this program adds a protected object to the former program. The peer-to-peer transaction is followed
by a parameterless shared protected procedure call.
t2_context: this program adds a rendezvous to the original context. The cooperating processes  perform a peer-to-
peer large transaction expressed by three calls between the peers.

The set of data collected by Quasar are displayed in Tables 3, 4 and 5. The latter presents the
results when Quasar is used without setting the usual static or dynamic reductions.

4.1.2. Adding a protected object in the processes code

The comparison of data variations collected in these programs for N = 3 when adding a
protected object is given Table 3.

There is an almost fixed Petri net extension: about 24 places and 22 transitions in the original
net, about 7 places and 4 transitions in the reduced net. The non reduced reachability graph
extension shows in both cases an extension due to an additional indeterminism: tasks are
either “before” the call to the protected object or “after” the call. The size of the ultimately
reduced reachability graph does not necessarily follow this augmentation, thanks to reductions
performed during its building.

4.1.3. Adding a rendezvous in the processes code

The comparison of data variations collected in these programs for N = 3 when adding a
rendezvous is reported Table 4.

There is here also some fixed Petri net extension with again two situations: the first
rendezvous introduction (in s2_context and in s3_context) adds 37 places and 36 transitions in
the original net, 8 places and 7 transitions in the reduced net, while the other extensions add
only 20 places and 19 transitions in the original net, 4 places and 3 transitions in the reduced
net. This difference can be explained by the fact that in the last cases some places are shared
between different rendezvous patterns while this is not possible in the first case (which
contains a unique rendezvous).

4.1.4. About metrics composition and prediction

Evaluating the complexity of a program through the size of the corresponding Petri net or
through the size of the reachability graph of the model leads to some difficulties.

At first, the Petri net size cannot be easily predicted since the Petri net is not generated by a
straightforward juxtaposition of patterns; in fact the patterns are meta models of nets from
which concrete subnets are derived recursively and some of these subnets places are merged
to provide the final net. Thus predicting a Petri net size is as imprecise as predicting the size
of the code generated by a compiler.

Second, model checking is highly combinatorial and is not a process decomposable in
separate parts. Thus the number of states, and therefore the indeterminacy, grows
exponentially. Consider for instance N complete independent processes each executing K
instructions. The size of the reachability graph would be at least of KN. However, we cannot
consider this program as “concurrency complex” since no synchronization occurs! The
xx_dummy _3 program is close to this situation, since the main program calls the 3 processes
which have then no other interaction than calling a shared procedure. Its unreduced Petri net
has 168 places and 157 transitions and its reachability graph without reduction has over 9
million states.

In conclusion, estimating the metrics of a concurrent program from the metrics defined for its
components, as can be done for sequential code, is still an open problem.
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4.2. The reduction ability as a quality factor

Quasar can be used without setting the static or dynamic reductions. This allows another
examination of a concurrent program, although limited because of the huge size of the graph
without reductions. Let us do this analysis for the preceding programs. The results are given
Table 5 and Figure 3. They display high reduction factors, especially when the code contains
few process interactions and is almost parallel. The reductions operating on the shared
procedure component produce a ratio of at least 690 for static reduction, and of at least
118 108 for static followed by dynamic reduction. The respective ratios for the protected
object component are 188 and 5 137. Let us explain how Quasar proceeds.

Figure 3. Graph summarizing the different reductions performed by Quasar

When processes code include sequences of statements which are serializable (in this case their
behaviours are easily understandable), Quasar reduces the size of the Petri net model since
these serializable sequences of actions are detected and replaced by equivalent atomic actions.
We can observe this on data provided Table 5: the simpler are the sequences of actions
performed by tasks, the higher is the structural (static) reduction ratio.

When performing dynamic reduction (reductions performed during the building of the
reachability graph), Quasar tries to detect independent behaviours and, depending on some
conditions, reduces the number of state and arcs that have to be built and explored (without
altering the true value of the analysed property); thus the more independent the processes are
(and consequently the more understandable is the program) the higher the dynamic reduction
ratio is. This is the case for the dummy component. Recall that its shared procedure has no
effect on concurrency and was prevented to be sliced. Thus it is withdrawn by any reduction.
In xx_dummy (no additional rendezvous, no protected object) the remaining code is parallel
and is analysed with 29 states only (with 9 million states without reduction, this corresponds
to a reduction factor over 300 000).

Many reductions performed by Quasar are favoured by the presence in the code of purely
parallel structure and symmetries, by high-level synchronisation structures (for example the
monitor concept), by structuration (for example paradigm and pattern use), evidence and
clarity of code. These code properties, which are required engineering practices when reliable
code is needed, have also a positive side effect on concurrency analysis.
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Hence, the reduction ratio seems to give some useful indication of the “concurrency
complexity”. Indeed all reductions performed by Quasar aim to concentrate the analysis to the
genuine part of synchronization which is involved in the property examined. This allows us to
claim that the ability of a program to be strongly reduced by Quasar may be considered as a
credible mark of good software engineering quality. Aiming at providing such an insight we
are adding, in the Quasar output data, an indication of the amount of dynamic reduction
performed by Quasar when it analyzes a concurrent program.

5. Conclusion

Summary

In this paper, we have compared several implementations of a concurrent non-deterministic
rendezvous algorithm. Data provided by their static analysis with Quasar have allowed:

- Verifying whether a concurrency required property holds, for example absence of deadlock,
- Giving insights on the quality of the concurrent code,
- Providing a metrics for execution indeterminacy,
- Comparing different implementations of a given concurrent pattern,
- Giving an idea of the scalability evolution of a given implementation.

We have also considered computing the indeterminism of a compound program and using the
reduction factor achieved by Quasar as a concurrency quality indicator.

All the programs and the results of their Quasar analysis are available on
http://quasar.cnam.fr/files/concurrency_papers.html. In a previous paper [18] we have also
compared data obtained by Quasar analysis with efficiency results measured when running
the analysed program.

Possible extensions

Extensions that can be envisioned include using programmer’s assumptions and associating
Quasar use with run time test strategies.

Programmer annotations could be used for giving assumptions of critical section of statements
or of serialization of statements (similar to writer sequence and reader sequence). Quasar may
take benefit of these assumptions and could be used to verify also whether the assumed
properties hold or not: never more than one access to an assumed critical section, no write in
an assumed serialized section of statements.

The slicing phase may be extended to generate automatically causality time stamps and to use
them at run-time for performing dynamic testing as in [38] as a complement to the code
analysis performed by Quasar.

Feedback on software practice for reliable concurrent programs

From this analysis we can feedback some design recommendations and design practice for
better, simpler, easier to understand and to observe, i.e. more reliable, implementations.

A high level language derives benefit from a large grain of mutual exclusion access. Less
indeterminacy is shown when a high level language guaranties a large granularity of
concurrent access in mutual exclusion. It is then better using a monitor structure than
programming explicitly a critical section with semaphores.

A monitor structure controlled by assertions improves determinism. Blocking and resuming
concurrent threads with wait and signal clauses lead to more indeterminism and less
observability than doing it with assertions.

Strong fairness semantics is favourable for reliability. Using wait and signal clauses with a
weak fairness semantics produce more process switching than a strong fairness (as seen when
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comparing Java and Javastrong implementations of a monitor). Moreover weak fairness
requires defensive programming to counterbalance this weakness and to provide reliability.

Using concurrency paradigms rather than ad hoc concurrency code provides code where the
cooperation is easier to understand and to observe. Generally the application will show less
irreducible indeterminism.
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9. Annex: Data collected by Quasar

Program name in context5
peer to peer transaction

# task #Places/
reduced

#transitions/
reduced

#States
stored

#Arcs visited Ratio
N/N-1

Execution(s)
compile/search

Space
(Mb)

agoraserverada3 4 267/70 249/52 4 182 4 369 1 146/0 10.6
agoraserverada4 5 267/70 249/52 138 980 147 901 33.8 159/5 12.4
agoraserverada5 6 267/70 249/52 5 256 768 5 652 471 38.2 421/368 89.6
agoraserverjava3 4 392/93 372/73 8 292 8 633 1 253/1 10.7
agoraserverjava4 5 392/93 372/73 312 619 330 480 38.3 549/18 15.1
agoraserverjava5 6 392/93 372/73 13 140 700 14 027 263 42.4 351/1142 207
agoraserverjavastrong3 4 338/88 318/68 6 542 6 729 1 121/0 10.6
agoraserverjavastrong4 5 338/88 318/68 215 708 224 629 33.4 136/9 13.6
agoraserverjavastrong5 6 338/88 318/68 8 104 338 8 500 041 37.8 138/389 128
agoraserverjavastrongdc3 4 395/100 375/80 8 326 8 565 1 166/0 10.6
agoraserverjavastrongdc4 5 395/100 375/80 280 641 291 914 34.1 162/10 14.6
agoraserverjavastrongdc5 6 395/100 375/80 9 920 178 10 323 753 35.4 148/686 160
agoraserverposix3 4 414/89 396/69 162 912 212 221 1 97/12 12.7
agoraserverposix4 5 414/89 396/69 27 779 147 37 633 949 177 103/4 757 401
rendezvousservermonitor3 5 329/78 308/57 4 739 4 926 1 139/0 10.6
rendezvousservermonitor4 6 329/78 308/57 152 218 160 839 32.7 223/5 12.6
rendezvousservermonitor5 7 329/78 308/57 5 638 789 6 018 940 37.4 148/182 87.2
rendezvousservernested3 5 238/61 219/42 2 824 3 011 1 98 /0 10.6
rendezvousservernested4 6 238/61 219/42 99 040 107 289 35.6 232/6 11.8
rendezvousservernested5 7 238/61 219/42 3 822 728 4 169 915 38.8 262/177 60.3
cooperativeadatasks3 7 550/126 519/95 23 266 24 070 1 356/1 10.9
cooperativeadatasks4 9 550/126 519/95 2 277 347 2 374 070 98.5 363/177 48.5
dummy3 4 225/51 212/38 108 109 1 99/1 10.5
dummy4 5 225/51 212/38 151 153 1.4 107/1 10.5
dummy5 6 225/51 212/38 194 197 1.8 107/0 10.5
dummy6 7 225/51 212/38 237 241 2.2 97/1 10.5

Table 1. Quasar data collected for pairing with peer to peer transaction

Program name in Context1
no pair interaction

# task #Places/
Reduced

#Transitions/
Reduced

#States
stored

#Arcs visited Ratio
N/N-1

Execution(s)
Compile/Search

Space
(Mb)

xs_agoraserverada3 4 212/59 196/43 3 280 3 145 1 115/0 10.6
xs_agoraserverada4 5 212/59 196/43 89 015 93 844 29.8 191/3 11.6
xs_agoraserverada5 6 212/59 196/43 2 878 524 3 058 587 32.6 115/76 49.8
xs_agoraserverjava3 4 337/83 319/65 10 836 11 206 1 223/0 10.7
xs_agoraserverjava4 5 337/83 319/65 353 350 370 190 33.0 314/10 15.7
xs_agoraserverjava5 6 337/83 319/65 14 215 386 15 082 942 40.7 344/1462 221.3
xs_agoraserverjavastrong3 4 283/76 265/58 5 320 5 455 1 90/0 10.6
xs_agoraserverjavastrong4 5 283/76 265/58 141 842 146 671 26.9 127/4 12.5
xs_agoraserverjavastrong5 6 283/76 265/58 4 526 814 4 706 877 32.1 120/132 76.7
xs_agoraserverposix3 4 360/78 343/59 212 632 279 715 1 85/15 13.4
xs_agoraserverposix4 5 360/78 343/59 42 680 591 58 542 295 209 86/7 640 630
xs_rendezvousservermonitor3 5 274/67 255/48 4 145 4 280 1 144/0 10.6
xs_rendezvousservermonitor4 6 274/67 255/48 110 701 115 530 27.0 238/4 12.0
xs_rendezvousservermonitor5 7 274/67 255/48 3 537 289 3 717 352 32.2 181/142 55.6
xs_rendezvousservernested3 5 183/50 166/33 2 288 2 423 1 79/0 10.6
xs_rendezvousservernested4 6 183/50 166/33 66 556 71 253 29.4 131/2 11.3
xs_rendezvousservernested5 7 183/50 166/33 2 244 376 2 415 091 33.9 134/92 40.0
xs_cooperativeadatasksb3 7 513/121 484/92 25 774 26 578 1 430/1 11.0
xs_cooperativeadatasksb4 9 513/121 484/92 2 538 908 2 635 651 99.2 564/275 53.1
xx_dummy3 4 168/39 157/28 31 31 1 66/1 10.5
xx_dummy4 5 168/39 157/28 32 32 1 71/1 10.5
xx_dummy5 6 168/39 157/28 33 33 1 98/1 10.5
xx_dummy6 7 168/39 157/28 34 34 1.1 102/0 10.5

Table 2. Quasar data collected for pairing with no other interaction
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Program name
in different extensions

with N = 3

# task # RV # PO #Places/
reduced

#transitions/
reduced

#States
Stored
With

reductions

#Arcs
Visited
With

reductions

#States
Stored

without reductions

#Arcs
Visited

without reductions

dummy component with a shared procedure
xx_dummy3 4 0 0 168/37 157/26 29 29 9  608  380 37  388  544
s1_dummy3 4 0 1 192/44 179/30 65 65 16 062 612 6 9421 204
     adding a PO 24/7 22/4 36 36
s2_dummy3 4 1 0 205/47 193/35 102 103 13 160 577 50 916 986
s3_dummy3 4 1 1 229/52 215/37 102 103 19 989 509 77 383 894
     adding a PO 24/5 22/2 0 0
dummy3 4 2 0 225/47 212/34 103 104 13 312 421 51 459 540
t1_dummy3 4 2 1 249/56 234/40 108 109 20 166  873 78 017 848
     adding a PO 24/9 22/6 5 5
agoraserverada Ada protected object implementation
xs_agoraserverada3 4 0 0 212/58 196/42 3 279 3 144 17 316 336 64 230 366
s1_agoraserverada3 4 0 1 236/65 218/46 3 766 3 901 72 406 616 273 741 102
     adding a PO 24/7 22/4 487 757
s2_agoraserverada3 4 1 0 249/68 232/51 4 208 4 369 23 798 499 88 896 730
s3_agoraserverada3 4 1 1 273/73 254/53 4 416 4 577 65 691 467 247 715 698
     adding a PO 24/5 22/2 208 208
agoraserverada3 4 2 0 267/72 249/54 4 572 4 759 24 563 347 91 637 360
t1_agoraserverada3 4 2 1 293/77 273/56 4 780 4 967 66 789 871 251 631 984
     adding a PO 26/5 24/2 208 208

Table 3. Quasar data variation when adding a protected object

Program name
in different
extensions
with N = 3

#
task

#
RV

#
PO

#Places/
reduced

#transitions/
reduced

#States
Stored
With

reductions

#Arcs
visited
With

reductions

#States
Stored

without reductions

#Arcs
Visited
without

reductions
dummy component with a shared procedure
xx_dummy3 4 0 0 168/37 157/26 29 29 9 608 380 37 388 544
s2_dummy3 4 1 0 205/47 193/35 102 103 13 160 577 50 916 986
adding a rendezvous 37/10 36/9 73 74
s1_dummy3 4 0 1 192/44 179/30 65 65 16 062 612 69 421 204
s3_dummy3 4 1 1 229/52 215/37 102 103 19 989 509 77 383 894
adding a rendezvous 37/8 36/7 36 37
s2_dummy3 4 1 0 205/47 193/35 102 103 13 160 577 50 916 986
dummy3 4 2 0 225/47 212/34 103 104 13 312 421 51 459 540
adding a rendezvous 20/0 19/-1 1 1
s3_dummy3 4 1 1 229/52 215/37 102 103 19 989 509 77 383 894
t1_dummy3 4 2 1 249/56 234/40 108 109 20 166  873 78 017 848
adding a rendezvous 20/4 19/3 6 6
dummy3 4 2 0 225/47 212/34 103 104 13 312 421 51 459 540
t2_dummy3 4 3 0 245/55 231/41 114 115 13 464 265 52 002 094
adding a rendezvous 20/8 19/7 11 11
agoraserverada Ada protected object implementation
xs_agoraserverada3 4 0 0 212/58 196/42 3 279 3 144 17 316 336 64 230 366
s2_agoraserverada3 4 1 0 249/68 232/51 4 208 4 369 23 798 499 88 896 730
adding a rendezvous 37/910 36/9 929 1 225
s1_agoraserverada3 4 0 1 236/65 218/46 3 766 3 901 72 406 616 273 741 102
s3_agoraserverada3 4 1 1 273/73 254/53 4 416 4 577 65 691 467 247 715 698
adding a rendezvous 37/8 36/7 650 676
s2_agoraserverada3 4 1 0 249/68 232/51 4 208 4 369 23 798 499 88 896 730
agoraserverada3 4 2 0 267/72 249/54 4 572 4 759 24 563 347 91 637 360
adding a rendezvous 18/4 17/3 364 390
s3_agoraserverada3 4 1 1 273/73 254/53 4 416 4 577 65 691 467 247 715 698
t1_agoraserverada3 4 2 1 293/77 273/56 4 780 4 967 66 789 871 251 631 984
adding a rendezvous 20/4 19/3 364 390
agoraserverada3 4 2 0 267/72 249/54 4 572 4 759 24 563 347 91 637 360
t2_agoraserverada3 4 3 0 287/76 268/57 4 936 5 149 25 355 511 94 456 846
adding a rendezvous 20/4 19/3 364 390

Table 4. Quasar data variation when adding a rendezvous
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Different context names #Places/ ratio #transitions/ ratio #States stored ratio #Arcs visited ratio
                 dummy component with a shared procedure
xx_dummy3 (0 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 168 1 157 1 9 608 380 1 37 388 544 1
     static reduction only 37 4.5 26 6.0 8 548 1124 28 758 1 300
     dynamic reduction only 168 1 157 1 303 31 711 303 123 395
     static + dynamic reduction 37 4.5 26 6.0 29 331 323 29 1 289 260
s1_dummy3 (0 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 192 1 179 1 16 062 612 1 62 491 204 1
     static reduction only 44 4.4 30 6 14 185 1 132 48 147 1 298
     dynamic reduction only 192 1 179 1 526 30 537 528 118 355
     static + dynamic reduction 44 4.4 30 6 65 247 117 65 961 403
s2_dummy3 (1 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 205 1 193 1 13 160 577 1 50 916 986 1
     static reduction only 47 4.3 35 5.5 19 081 690 63 071 807
     dynamic reduction only 205 1 193 1 632 20 824 633 80 437
     static + dynamic reduction 47 4.3 35 5.5 102 129 025 103 494 340
s3_dummy3 (1 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 229 1 215 1 19 989 509 1 77 383 894 1
     static reduction only 52 4.4 37 5.8 21 861 914 72 483 1 067
     dynamic reduction only 229 1 215 1 1 422 14 057 1 430 54 115
     static + dynamic reduction 52 4.4 37 5.8 102 195 976 103 751 300
  dummy3 (2 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 225 1 212 1 13 312 421 1 51 459 540 1
     static reduction only 47 4.8 34 6.2 13 053 1 020 42 511 1 210
     dynamic reduction only 225 1 212 1 670 19 869 671 76 690
     static + dynamic reduction 47 4.8 34 6.2 103 129 247 104 494 803
t1_dummy3 (2 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 249 1 234 1 20 166 873 1 78 017 848 1
     static reduction only 56 4.4 40 5.8 22 185 909 72 281 1 079
     dynamic reduction only 249 1 234 1 1 662 12 134 1 672 46 661
     static + dynamic reduction 56 4.4 40 5.8 108 186 730 109 715 760
t2_dummy3 (3 RV,0 PO)
     no reduction 245 1 231 1 13 464 265 1 52 002 094 1
     static reduction only 55 4.5 41 5.6 19 705 683 64 607 805
     dynamic reduction only 245 1 231 1 708 19 017 709 73 346
     static + dynamic reduction 55 4.5 41 5.6 114 118 108 115 452 192
                     agoraserverada Ada protected object implementation
xs_agoraserverada3 (0 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 212 1 196 1 17 316 336 1 64 230 366 1
     static reduction only 58 3.7 42 4.7 91 878 188 268 874 239
     dynamic reduction only 212 1 196 1 13 534 1 279 13 669 4 699
     static + dynamic reduction 58 3.7 42 4.7 3 279  5 281 3 414 18 814
s1_agoraserverada3 (0 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 236 1 218 1 72 406 616 1 273 741 102 1
     static reduction only 65 3.6 46 4.7 182 484 397 561 181 488
     dynamic reduction only 236 1 218 1 57 282 1 264 58 351 4 691
     static + dynamic reduction 65 3.6 46 4.7 3 766 19 226 3 901 70 172
s2_agoraserverada3 (1 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 249 1 232 1 23 798 499 1 88 896 730 1
     static reduction only 68 3.7 51 4.5 75 223 316 218 483 407
     dynamic reduction only 249 1 232 1 16 342 1 456 16 503 5 387
     static + dynamic reduction 68 3.7 51 4.5 4 208 5 656 4 369 20 347
s3_agoraserverada3 (1 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 273 1 254 1 65 691 467 1 247 715 698 1
     static reduction only 73 3.7 53 4.8 123 451 532 369 703 670
     dynamic reduction only 273 1 254 1 53 720 1 223 54 567 4 540
     static + dynamic reduction 73 3.7 53 4.8 4 416 14 876 4 577 54 122
  agoraserverada3 (2 RV, 0 PO)
     no reduction 267 1 249 1 24 563 347 1 91 637 360 1
     static reduction only 72 3.7 54 4.6 77 077 319 222 947 411
     dynamic reduction only 267 1 249 1 17 980 1 366 18 167 5 044
     static + dynamic reduction 72 3.7 54 4.6 4 572 5 373 4 759 19 256
t1_agoraserverada3 (2 RV, 1 PO)
     no reduction 293 1 273 1 66 789 871 1 251 631 984 1
     static reduction only 77 3.8 56 4.9 125 593 532 374 887 671
     dynamic reduction only 293 1 273 1 56 494 1 182 57 391 4 385
     static + dynamic reduction 77 3.8 56 4.9 4 780 13 973 4 967 50 661
t2_agoraserverada3 (3 RV,0 PO)
     no reduction 287 1 268 1 25 355 511 1 94 456 846 1
     static reduction only 76 3.8 57 4.7 78 931 321 227 411 415
     dynamic reduction only 287 1 268 1 19 722 1 286 19 935 4 738
     static + dynamic reduction 76 3.8 57 4.7 4 936 5 137 5 149 18 345

Table 5. Quasar data with different kind of reductions


